Seven Pillars of Wisdom, by T.E. Lawrence
Introductory Chapter. . . We were three years over this effort and I have had to hold back many things which may
not yet be said. Even so, parts of this book will be new to nearly all who see it, and many will look
for familiar things and not find them. Once I reported fully to my chiefs, but learnt that they were
rewarding me on my own evidence. This was not as it should be. Honours may be necessary in a
professional army, as so many emphatic mentions in despatches, and by enlisting we had put
ourselves, willingly or not, in the position of regular soldiers.
For my work on the Arab front I had determined to accept nothing. The Cabinet raised the
Arabs to fight for us by definite promises of self-government afterwards. Arabs believe in persons,
not in institutions. They saw in me a free agent of the British Government, and demanded from
me an endorsement of its written promises. So I had to join the conspiracy, and, for what my word
was worth, assured the men of their reward. In our two years’ partnership under fire they grew
accustomed to believing me and to think my Government, like myself, sincere. In this hope they
performed some fine things, but, of course, instead of being proud of what we did together, I was
bitterly ashamed.
It was evident from the beginning that if we won the war these promises would be dead paper,
and had I been an honest adviser of the Arabs I would have advised them to go home and not risk
their lives fighting for such stuff: but I salved myself with the hope that, by leading these Arabs
madly in the final victory I would establish them, with arms in their hands, in a position so assured
(if not dominant) that expediency would counsel to the Great Powers a fair settlement of their
claims. In other words, I presumed (seeing no other leader with the will and power) that I would
survive the campaigns, and be able to defeat not merely the Turks on the battlefield, but my own
country and its allies in the council-chamber. It was an immodest presumption: it is not yet: clear
if I succeeded: but it is clear that I had no shadow of leave to engage the Arabs, unknowing, in
such hazard. I risked the fraud, on my conviction that Arab help was necessary to our cheap and
speedy victory in the East, and that better we win and break our word than lose.
The dismissal of Sir Henry McMahon confirmed my belief in our essential insincerity: but I
could not so explain myself to General Wingate while the war lasted, since I was nominally under
his orders, and he did not seem sensible of how false his own standing was. The only thing
remaining was to refuse rewards for being a successful trickster and, to prevent this
unpleasantness arising, I began in my reports to conceal the true stories of things, and to persuade
the few Arabs who knew to an equal reticence. In this book also, for the last time, I mean to be my
own judge of what to say.

